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Abstract: The industrial symbiosis (IS) landscape is evolving rapidly. While previous studies have argued for the importance of municipalities participating in the governing of IS, research on the implications of different forms of municipal organization is still lacking. This paper aims to investigate how municipal administration and municipally-owned corporations, as two forms of organization, impact the governing of IS in the water and sewage sector. This is explored in relation to the Swedish municipality Simrishamn, which recently underwent changes in the form of organization. Results show that municipal administration contributes to a more inclusive process where many actors can influence and bring ideas and perspectives on how to develop an IS. The risk, however, is that other issues within the municipality are seen as more pressing and, therefore, get prioritized before IS. In corporate form, the development of IS becomes more business-like as the focus is kept on core business. Technology development is strengthened as skills and competencies are promoted through the expertise of the employees. Drawbacks include processes becoming less transparent and political goals, such as citizen welfare not receiving the same level of priority as within municipal administration. There is also a risk that fewer perspectives are included in the process of developing IS, which may inhibit innovation, even if the results also indicate that an increased business focus of the corporate form strengthens the innovation capacity.
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1. Introduction

In a world with growing pressures on local and global resources, water remains the essence of life as we know it [1]. Over the past century, however, global water use has intensified by a factor of six [2]. It now continues to grow with ever-increasing populations, economic development, consumption patterns, and resource extraction [2]. Adding to a more unreliable water supply, climate change will exacerbate the situation in all regions, whether already or not yet water-stressed [3]. Indeed, experts have warned of an upsurge in the frequency of extreme weather conditions such as heatwaves, droughts, rainfalls, thunderstorms, and flooding. Problems with leaching, high pathogenic contamination, and pollutant concentration will follow and hence—troubles with decreased water quality and availability [2].

Even in Sweden, a country historically rich in water resources, the effects of climate change are starting to take a toll [4–6]. Consequently, it is becoming “increasingly necessary to consider ‘unconventional’ water resources in future planning” [2,7]. Wastewater is one example gaining traction across the globe as a way to ensure a more flexible water supply [8–11]. For such wastewater practices to be implemented, however, technologies and policies alone are not enough. Appropriate governance, organization, and business models are required, rooted in the local conditions of the wastewater plants themselves [12,13].
Industrial symbiosis (IS) has been defined as a type of business model adept for circular practices, such as the recycling of water, wastewater, energy, materials, etc. [14,15]. In practice, IS is presented as a tangible solution that enables financial and resource efficiency within and across value chains [16,17]. It is traditionally set up in a way that one actor’s outputs become another actor’s inputs, thus allowing for recirculation of resources [18]. As part of the circular economy debate, the EU refers to IS both in the New Circular Economy Action Plan [19] and in the Industry Vision for 2030 [20].

Across the globe, governments are implementing IS as part of their efforts to “circulate” economies and industries [21]. It is also common that state agencies and city governments are the ones driving the IS development. The United States, China, Australia, and Japan are good examples [22–24]. In Sweden, too, municipalities have paved the way for IS. In recent years, there has been a particular upsurge within the public water and sewage sector [25]. Several municipalities are now looking into IS as a means for enabling circular water management in their local constituencies.

There is increasing recognition that innovation is needed to overcome challenges in the water sector, but still, innovative circular solutions are under-researched in the water sector [26]. IS in the water and sewage sector can maximize the efficient use of resources and generate less waste [27]. In the wastewater sector, one symbiosis solution could be to create a collaboration where one actor (company/organization) using virgin water agrees to swap this and use wastewater generated from another actor instead.

Despite the promises inherent to IS, the potential for uptake of new local synergies is limited by both technical and non-technical barriers [28]. Barriers to IS identified in earlier research include, e.g., different investment cycles of organizations [29] as well as not knowing how to divide incomes and costs between organizations [30]. When it comes to wastewater, a barrier can also be that it increases the operational costs for the industries involved connected to new treatment procedures [29,31]. Moreover, companies often work in silos without contact with each other [28,32]. This can be linked to a lack of willingness to collaborate [33] or lack of trust between organizations [34–36]. The lack of a cooperative mechanism for making organizations collaborate with each other also makes this the ultimate enabler [28].

Municipalities can be an important player in overcoming barriers and especially when it comes to barriers related to collaboration and networking [28]. Lenhart et al. [37], for example, studied how the municipal administration supported IS in Rotterdam in the Netherlands. Van Berkel et al. [35,38] analyzed the symbiotic relationships between industries and municipalities in an eco-town program in Japan. A common role for municipal administrations has been to create meeting arenas and contribute to communication and information sharing between actors [29,39,40]. Lenhart et al. [37] concluded that municipal administrations were active in the design of IS projects but not in the implementation phase.

These earlier studies were used as a point of departure for this paper, which aims to expand previous research on IS and look deeper into the role of municipalities and their internal organization of the water and sewage sector. Recognizing that little attention has been given to questions regarding the public organization and governing [41], the article seeks to explore how public organization models matter for governing IS in the water and sewage sector. Specifically, it investigates how municipal administration and municipally-owned corporations, as two common forms of organizations, may bring different implications for IS implementation.

The article is structured in the following manner. In Section 2, conceptual underpinnings of IS are presented, as well as the organizational foundations of Swedish water and sewage management. Section 3 outlines the materials and methods applied to this paper. Section 4 provides the results and analysis of how public organization models matter for governing IS in the water and sewage sector. The paper concludes with Section 5, which discusses the key takeaways and potential future developments of this research field.
2. Theory

2.1. Industrial Symbiosis—Organization and Governing

In earlier research, the dynamics and evolution of different IS networks have been studied (e.g., [27, 28, 42–46]). Although some IS literature traditionally centered on industries, attention has since diverted towards other types of actor roles as well [47]. Mortensen & Kørnøv [48] argue that public actors have proven particularly important for the initial IS emergence. This includes national, regional, and local entities such as governmental agencies, public agencies, and municipalities [49–54]. According to Mortensen and Kørnøv [48], public actors can “seed the innovation process into a local context”. This by, e.g., providing support and access to specialized knowledge. Patricio et al. [55] also emphasize the role of municipal administration in grounding IS to a local context, while Lombardi & Laybourn [56] and Abreu & Ceglia [57] emphasize municipal administration in relation to the convening power and clarification of policy and regulation. Abreu & Ceglia [57] also pointed to the importance of municipalities having diverse resources come together and creating adequate support through policies, legislation, economic and market instruments.

In some studies, public organizations have been identified as anchor tenants [58–61], especially so in an institutional context [24]. Martin and Eklund [62] explain that: “Anchor tenants do not have to be physical anchor tenants [...]. They may also take the form of institutional anchor tenants which aim to provide systems with information, social and economic infrastructure, decision-making forums, and institutional and political support.” Public actors, such as municipalities, can thus promote IS to find synergies between actors to further economic welfare and an environmental image for the community as well as for the actors involved.

Municipalities have also been emphasized within urban industrial symbioses [38, 63–65]. Building on the attributes of IS, urban industrial symbiosis focuses specifically on urban sub-systems as important parts of an IS [37]. Investigating Japan’s government-led eco-town program, van Berkel et al. [38] suggest that IS arises from the synergistic opportunities evolving from the geographic proximity of industrial and domestic urban waste sources and their potential industrial users. Lenhart et al. [37] later studied IS in Rotterdam. Focusing on the public sector particularly, they discussed new and critical roles for municipalities in supporting symbiotic resource exchanges.

While the role of municipalities in IS thus covers quite some depth, little research has explored the type of governing best suited for such collaborative systems. Walls and Paquin [47] briefly approach the topic in their article on organization perspectives in IS, suggesting that network or participatory forms of governance may be effective. Velenturf [66] also introduce the topic in her study of the governance system in the Humber region, UK. Focusing on the implementation of resource efficiency policy and regulation, she divides potential governmental activities into strategic or operational categories.

Still lacking from the debate are discussions on how different ways of publicly organizing a sector may impact the governing of IS. The way municipal services are organized, decide what regulations are applicable (e.g., a corporation must adhere to ordinary legislation governing private limited companies), how services are subject to guidelines and regulations were drawn up by municipal decision-making bodies, such as the municipal council and municipal boards, and the extent to which the municipality as an owner can control the services [67]. Public organization forms can thus be assumed to impact how IS is governed and developed. To address this gap, this paper analyzes how municipal administration and municipal corporations, as different organization models, influence symbiosis in the water and sewage sector.

2.2. Municipal Organization of the Water and Sewage Sector

Water is an important public good, and water services are usually regulated both at national and supranational levels. At an EU level, the water framework directive (WFD) and the “water industry” directives (e.g., the drinking water directive (DWD), the urban wastew-
Water treatment directive (UWWTD), and the bathing water directive (BWD)) govern the environmental and health standards and are implemented in national legislation [68]. How to organize water services is a decision made by the member states of the EU. According to EurEau [68], there are four main models:

- Direct public management, where the public entity is entirely in charge of service provision and their management;
- Delegated public management, where a management entity is appointed by the responsible public entity to execute the management tasks. Usually, this management entity is owned by the public sector;
- Delegated private management, where the responsible public entity appoints a private company to manage tasks based on a time-bound contract in the form of a lease or concession contract. The ownership of the infrastructure remains in the hands of the public, but the duties are subcontracted to a private company;
- Direct private management, where all management tasks, responsibilities, and ownership of water utilities are placed in the hands of private operators. The role of the public is to control and regulate. Within Europe, this system is only in place in England, Wales, and the Czech Republic.

In our analysis, we focus on the first two points—direct and delegated public management, which relate to municipal administration and municipal corporation (see Table 1).

In Sweden, the Public Water Services Act (SFS 2006:412) regulates that municipalities are responsible actors for providing accurate water and sewage supply, based on sound financial management in the short- and long-term [69]. Public water services are funded through fees according to the self-cost principle. Different governing and organization models exist for managing water and sewage in municipalities, where the basic organizing principles are to put it in the administration or to place it into a municipal corporation that is either owned by one or several municipalities. Table 1 summarizes the key characterizations of the different organization models.

Table 1. Different forms of municipal organization of water and sewage. Based on [70–72].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Municipal Administration</th>
<th>Municipal Corporation</th>
<th>Multi-Municipal Corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative departments of the Municipality entrusted by the city manager to assist with the overseeing, implementation, and compliance with, e.g., water supply</td>
<td>A corporation owned by one municipality</td>
<td>A corporation jointly owned by two or more municipalities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Political control</td>
<td>The municipal owns the corporation and elects a corporation board</td>
<td>Joint ownership by multiple municipalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jointly elect a corporation board</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals of organization</td>
<td>Political control and civic value; Serve inhabitants</td>
<td>Multiple and often conflicting goals. Typically, the logic of political control and civic value is mixed with the logic of profit-making</td>
<td>Multiple and often conflicting goals. Typically, the logic of political control and civic value is mixed with the logic of profit-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterized by agreements and negotiations between municipalities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanisms of operation</td>
<td>Hierarchically organized/ bureaucratic administration/ monitoring, scrutiny, interventions</td>
<td>Bureaucratic and price mechanisms</td>
<td>Bureaucratic and price mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>Defined by the municipal border, all municipal sectors, and resources Resource charges based on taxation and fees</td>
<td>Driven by financial returns, customers, and business case. Inhabitants are typically charged for resources at a self-cost price</td>
<td>Driven by financial returns, customers, and business case. Inhabitants are typically charged for resources at a self-cost price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most frequent form of organization in the water and sewage sector is direct public management through municipal administration (61%). This means that a municipality has organized both strategic planning and the operation of water and sewage services within the framework of municipal administration [73,74]. The operational responsibility is often delegated to a municipal department, such as the department for technology or the department for civil, environmental and natural resources. Water and sewage management, therefore, rarely stands alone but remains included as part of additional departmental duties [75].

Previous studies have shown many benefits with keeping water and sewage in the municipal administration, including increased transparency and control [76]. While the municipality may lose influence if activities are no longer kept under its premises, keeping a full overview of the water and sewage operations allows for a more holistic understanding of when and what decisions need to be made [75]. Municipal administration also allows for proximity between different municipal functions, a factor that facilitates collaboration and community building [75]. The sense of community, in turn, gives rise to a culture characterized by loyalty and support. Moreover, when different departments and functions act as one unity, citizens and other stakeholders experience a stronger sense of accountability [77].

For smaller and medium-sized municipalities, however, a challenge with municipal administration regards the difficulty in recruiting and keeping good personnel, as well as in finding the right competencies for performing specialized tasks [75]. Moreover, staff working in small municipalities tend to have limited time and space for handling new demands and future planning. Commonly, the focus remains on managing day-to-day operations, and everything else becomes down prioritized or performed by externally hired consultants. Governing in the form of independent municipal administration, therefore, carries a risk of vulnerability since the municipality may not be able to keep up with developments in the longer term [77]. This is also why a common solution is to govern water and sewage management through a municipal corporation that is either owned by one or several municipalities [75]. Here, the corporation becomes the head principal and also the owner of the water and sewage plant(s) in question.

Organizing public services into corporate form has a long tradition in Sweden; however, it received an additional boost in the mid-1980s with the influence of new public management [78]. Since then, this model has become increasingly popular, and 39% of the organizations in the water and sewage sector are municipal corporations owned by one or more municipalities. In this type of delegated public management, the municipal council acts as the owner, but all tasks, responsibilities, and ownership of water utilities are placed in the municipal corporation. The municipal council elects the municipal company’s board, and the appointment process is entirely political [79]. In addition to the municipal council, the municipal executive board monitors company performance and ensures that it is in line with the owner’s directives and the purpose of the company [80].

In joint corporations, a similar process takes place, although the numerous participating municipalities must agree together with other shareholders in a shareholder agreement on how the ownership is to be exercised [81]. Joint owned corporation facilitates intermunicipal cooperation.

Municipally-owned corporations are valued for enabling shorter decision-making processes, a clearer responsibility of the profits, larger financial freedom of action, and, therefore, enhanced efficiency [67,78]. The shorter decision-making process is linked particularly to the fact that less political control brings effectiveness to managing the day-to-day operations. Another attribute is linked to the municipal corporation operating as an independent legal entity. As finances, income, and balance sheets are separate from the local government’s; the financial management is said to become more straightforward in a public corporation [78]. It also has proved beneficial to municipal corporations in that they do not get pulled into negative priorities and cutbacks that may occur within the municipal
administration. In some ways, this independence also means the corporations can embody a more distinct identity towards their external environment [82].

The fundamental difference between conducting public services in administrative and corporate forms lies in the separation of ownership and control brought by this latter. Since the owner (the municipal council and politicians) hands over the control to the company’s management (the board and CEO), a separation occurs between these functions [78,80]. As part of trying to reduce this gap, it is common that the municipal council proposes politicians to become involved in the board [82].

Researchers argue that the transparency of the company gets limited as the distance between the company and external stakeholders increases. For citizens, this becomes problematic for determining who is ultimately responsible for the outcomes of the public corporation. Impaired transparency is thus said to reduce the democratic influence over public activities [83]. Although democratic transparency is supposed to be applied to municipal corporations in the same way as for the municipality as a whole, citizens cannot appeal against operational decisions [81]. The main opportunity for citizens to influence the design of municipal activities (such as corporations) is during local political elections.

Up for debate is also the combination of public and corporate values and goals found in municipal corporations [84,85]. According to Pahl-Wostl [86], this is by no means straightforward. Rather, it is considered to bring ambiguity, ineffectiveness, and a conflict of interest both within the organization and between the organization and its stakeholders [79]. It is also not rare that one set of values and goals take the lead over the other in the day-to-day operations, leading to mission drift and loss of legitimacy [79]. According to Alexius and Furusten [87], organizational hybridity, such as in the case of municipal corporations, is, therefore, “a double-edged sword for management and governance because, in essence, managing complexity is a challenge, and stepping out of the norm always invites questions and often also confusion”.

As described above, there are some important factors needed for IS to emerge and develop, including relevant governing actors, goals and ambitions, policies, and resources [17,49,88]. These are the factors that will be specifically focused on in our analysis and discussed in relation to different organization forms. Figure 1 showcases these factors, as well as what aspects are discussed for each of them. Other factors could be envisaged as well; however, these were brought to the forefront in our empirical data collection. The analytical framework below thus emerged from an abductive process, where both theory and empirical data influenced the final design.

---

**Figure 1.** Framework for analyzing the impact of organization forms on actors, goals, resources, and policy in industrial symbiosis.
3. Materials and Methods

This paper represents an explorative study of how organization models may impact the governing of IS in public wastewater management. Explorative studies open up for creative approaches that can contribute to raising new questions or reaching new insights about a phenomenon [89]. The empirical material comes from Simrishamn, which presents a topical case for illustrating since the municipality recently has changed the organizational form of the water and waste service.

Simrishamn is a municipality situated along the Baltic Sea in the southeast of Sweden. Simrishamn has approximately 19,500 inhabitants, of which 6000 live in the urban area of Simrishamn. Approximately half of the municipality’s area consists of cultivated arable land, while the rest consists of forest and meadowland as well as residential areas.

The municipality has around 3000 registered companies, mostly small- and medium-sized companies. About 600 are active in agriculture and fruit farming [90]. Although modest in size with a total surface of 393 km², the municipality of Simrishamn innovates and develops new technological solutions for local wastewater management. Simrishamn is currently upgrading three wastewater plants (Stengården, Kivik, and St Olof) with top modern filtering and monitoring technologies. At the backdrop lies an ambition to reach more sustainable and efficient wastewater practices because of problems with low groundwater reserves on the municipal grounds [91]. IS seen as a part of this solution, and the municipality is, therefore, exploring potential strategies for connecting resource and material flows going forward. During the period of data collection, Simrishamn underwent a restructuring of its water and sewage organization model, which was previously organized in the municipal administration. In November 2019, the municipal council of Simrishamn decided to establish a water and sewage corporation together with the neighboring municipality Tomelilla. The analysis in this article focuses on the arguments behind this change in organizational form in Simrishamn.

Data collection took place between September 2019 and January 2021 through the use of multiple methods. Participatory observations were conducted on five different occasions as part of the data collection process. These observations consisted of the first author following different officials in the municipality (both in the administration and in the corporation) and observed their everyday work, e.g., participating in meetings or following the activities people were engaged in. These observations are mainly used as background information in this article and not analyzed per se. It was during the observations that the change in organization form was identified as a topic of interest, and it was decided to change the focus of the research project to also include this process. Due to this unplanned change in focus, the other municipality, Tomelilla, has not been researched, and this article, therefore, only focuses on the process in Simrishamn.

Throughout the research, documents were gathered from websites, newspapers, and the Water and Sewage Department archives to track relevant political and organizational decision-making processes linked to the strategic development of the water and sewage sector in Simrishamn. Books, articles, and reports were also consulted to examine the evolution of IS in the wastewater sector in Sweden over time.

Semistructured interviews were conducted between September 2019 and December 2019 (see Table 2 below). Interviewees were identified through a stakeholder mapping exercise conducted with the municipality. They were selected based on working with developing—or having an interest in exploring—IS around wastewater. More than twenty interviews were conducted, but in this paper, only the interviews relevant for the change in organization form are analyzed. Table 2 (see below) summarizes the interviewees that were relevant to this paper.
Table 2. Interviews conducted relevant for the change in organization form in the municipality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Interviewees</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Water and sewage dep./corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>Water and sewage dep./corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Site manager</td>
<td>Water and sewage dep./corp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Senior manager</td>
<td>Simrishamn municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>R&amp;D manager</td>
<td>Simrishamn municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>Simrishamn municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>Simrishamn municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Simrishamn municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Business developer</td>
<td>Simrishamn municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Procurement manager</td>
<td>Simrishamn municipality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of questions, they were asked about their academic and professional background, current role, and expertise. They were also asked to reflect upon key characteristics of the municipality as well as the level and quality of collaboration as it currently stands between different actors (public, private, NGOs). From here, they were asked to elaborate on the concepts of circular economy and IS, describe their understanding of them, as well as their views on how applicable they are for the municipality and region at large. They were asked to consider how a circular economy and IS could be set up on the local grounds, what would be critical resources to include, how to organize it, and whom to be responsible for the organization. They were specifically asked about the role of the municipality as a public organization, its strengths and weaknesses concerning IS. They were also given the time and space to reflect upon any questions related to those outlined above, typically in line with their respective field of work. Interviews were conducted in Swedish, face-to-face and took between one to two hours. They were recorded and transcribed into text files.

4. Results

Below we discuss how the meaning and relevance of actors, goals, resources, and policy changes depending on whether the water and sewage system is organized within public administration or in a corporate form.

4.1. Actors and Organizations

As mentioned above, Simrishamn has gone from organizing water and sewage within the municipal administration to a joint corporation with another municipality [92]. An advantage of having it in the administration was, according to the interviewees, that the connection to other departments and activities within the municipality was clear, and it contributed to a holistic understanding of what activities the municipality engaged in. It also enabled better collaboration, which is an essential aspect in a small municipality.

*It’s easier for an organization that belongs to the municipal administration to do this type of work.* (Interviewee 1)

*Collaboration in a small municipality like Simrishamn ends up on a personal level. It really depends on what people there are. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t work at all. But in a small municipality, everything ought to be collaborative.* (Interviewee 6)

Others meant that the development of IS around water and sewage was a task for the municipal government, which was a reason to keep it under direct control, i.e., organize it within the administration:

*The municipality should be the one holding the hands of companies.* (Interviewee 2)

*Rural development often becomes a regional responsibility, and regions put work where the money is. Responsibility should lie with the municipalities instead. They can operate as a collaborative platform for development. They can take more of a developmental role, not just a basic role that costs money.* (Interviewee 3)
When organizing water and sewage in a corporation, the municipality remained an owner and, therefore, had an important role to play [93]. It did, however, change how the everyday activities were run. According to some, this meant that water and sewage services could be run in a more business-like manner:

The key is to look at it as a business opportunity. Not to make money but to lower the costs. (Interviewee 4)

A public corporation allows for reaching a critical mass so that you can have a form of economies of scale for the work that is there. [. . . ] That way, you can use resources in a completely different way. (Interviewee 4)

It appears that the advantage of having water and sewage in a municipal corporation is that it can be more efficient. When organized in corporate form, other and fewer actors became involved in the day-to-day activities and in deciding on, e.g., technological development. It was, therefore, easier to drive the development of services in a corporation. According to some of the interviewees, the increased business focus of the corporate form strengthened the innovation capacity. Interviewees also suggested a market-driven organization with clearer separation between the owner and the everyday governing of the system benefitted a more cost-efficient functioning of the system. Moreover, it helped safeguard interests related to water service vis-à-vis other organizations and activities in situations of conflict [92].

4.2. Goals and Ambitions

Organization models also influenced what goals and ambitions were put forward for the IS. The interviewees agreed that a municipal administration had other goals to fulfill than a municipal corporation [93]. The administration must consider citizen welfare and make sure to have a fair service provision for all.

The role of the municipality, which should not be forgotten, is to safeguard the most basic fundamentals, such as school, healthcare, etc. (Interviewee 3)

When organizing the same activities in a corporation, the goals changed. As mentioned above, the organization became more business-like [93]. The development of a business model, therefore, became more in focus than it did in the municipal administration.

About symbiosis, we need to find business models that work for understanding when resources are used and how (Interviewee 4)

When setting up the water and sewage system within the municipal administration, the political responsibilities were considered as better clarified compared to in the municipally-owned corporation. Basic democratic principles, such as transparency and public participation, were also easier to achieve in the administration [93].

As regards the role of the municipality, all decisions should always benefit the largest possible number of inhabitants. (Interviewee 6)

Another advantage within the municipal administration was that it was easier to anchor decisions and make them a political priority. In a corporation, the activities boiled down to responsibilities over balance sheets and financial status. Other issues of importance for a municipal government tended to receive less prioritization. Indeed, provided services were related to what has been contracted in the corporation, instead of a more general responsibility based on political accountability [83].

The local government has a responsibility in driving societal development. As in the case of environmental problems, the public sector often must impel solutions until they are economically viable for businesses to pursue. (Interviewee 1)

4.3. Resources for Industrial Symbiosis

One advantage mentioned for municipal administration regards it is easier to consider multiple and different resources of use and value for the municipality. The municipal
government works with many sectors, such as water, sludge, energy, fishery, harbor development, and public transport. The municipal administration was in a natural way part of the discussions on how to develop the municipality in a way that benefits all these areas. When in corporate form, the municipality gathered competencies and resources specific to water and sewage in one place with clearer responsibility boundaries [92]. This can be seen as benefitting the development of expert knowledge in one specific area. However, it might be at the expense of a broader, general understanding of what is going on in the whole municipality.

*Municipalities can be precursors and open for the circular economy and industrial symbiosis by investigating different types of flows on the local grounds.* (Interviewee 1)

*Yes, I believe symbiosis belongs here. There are already a few examples of where this is happening in the area. The thinking is there, with resources at different ends that you can bring together* (Interviewee 2)

In a corporate form, resources were also more clearly linked to what type of input data were available and what kinds of customers would be willing to engage in the symbiosis.

*We need in-data. To identify future partners, understand future touchpoints. To know if there are buyers for future products.* (Interviewee 4)

One informant emphasized that it would be of utmost importance to clarify the business case of the resources envisioned for the IS (water, in the case of the corporation) to attract customers.

*We need to develop a business case for water. For farmers, this could be better yield, better revenue, better economy—plus better environment. If we are to reach a circular system, there have to be gains for everybody. The values need to be understood and clarified, for the consumer and producer.* (Interviewee 9)

The employees in the municipal corporation were, however, aware of the company being municipally owned, with a broader responsibility than privately owned ones [94].

*No other than the municipality can drive the development because water and sewage lie under it [belongs to it according to the law].* (Interviewee 5)

*The municipality is a platform, to work and live in. For citizens and work opportunities. It’s like the spider in the net.* (Interviewee 7)

Moreover, a system perspective seemed to have been kept in the municipal corporation, as the employees took a broader view of water and sewage services and how these are situated in context.

*You can have a symbiosis in many different ways with many different products. It’s geographically bounded. It boils down to an energy question—it has to be balanced and off-set against each other.* (Interviewee 4)

*If you look at water and sewage, the treatment plant is an important piece of the puzzle for an environmentally friendly symbiosis.* (Interviewee 7)

A benefit of having the system in an administration is that it can rely on resources from the municipality. Swedish municipalities have far-reaching autonomy and raise their own taxes. When organizing water and sewage in corporate form, the company has its budget based on customer fees. This gives the corporation freedom to make independent decisions, free from political consideration, and only consider what is best from, for example, a business perspective [93]. However, it can also be a disadvantage, for example, in times of high-risk investment, when it can be useful to have a municipal budget to rely on.
4.4. Policy Issues and Developments

When the municipal council is responsible for establishing and maintaining water and sewage services, the development of municipal policy, integration of different interests, resources and stakeholders become important parts.

Despite this fact, the Community Planning Committee of Simrishamn municipality discussed difficulties in keeping “deep knowledge” of water and sewage issues when having an administrative setup. The reason being the competition with other areas of the administration, such as health and education, which often ended up being prioritized [92].

One person commented that when organizing water and sewage in municipal administration, the municipal council takes the liberty to experiment and develop new ideas.

_The driving force lies in doing something that nobody else has done. Develop and improve_ (Interviewee 5)

When water and sewage are in corporate form, the action space of the municipal council and the municipal board becomes restricted and municipal policymaking is not applicable in the same way [93]. Instead, owner directives, national (and international) regulations become guiding principles. Being under the direct control of the municipal council and the municipal board could indicate that there is a possibility to directly influence national legislation through the municipal politicians. This view was, however, not represented under the interviews. Rather it seemed like the actors saw a possibility to change policies and legislation by setting an example and show alternative solutions. The interviewees working in the water and sewage corporation described ideas they had discussed to challenge the legislation:

_We want to see what happens if you test legislation and policy differently. The legislation is based on the end destination of the water. But what happens if you change this? Maybe the legislation is completely wrong? Did they build the water and sewage system wrongly?_ (Interviewee 4)

_There should be legislation for doing it [circulating water resources]. We need more, and maybe more than legislation._ (Interviewee 5)

Development of IS as such was also seen as a way to go around the legislation that sometimes worked as a barrier for further development.

_It is problematic to judge each organization number for itself, but if two companies join together in a symbiosis—in a new business idea with a clear business plan where waste never becomes waste—then you will avoid the complicated waste legislation [that applies in some instances]. I would really like to see this happen._ (Interviewee 8)

There were, however, different views on whether IS is best developed through practical collaborative projects or through developing clear circular policies. If there was a clear circular policy in place, it would benefit the mapping of potential symbiosis solutions.

4.5. Summary of the Benefits and Strengths

Table 3 summarizes the benefits and weaknesses discussed in the documents and by the interviewees in relation to the two different organization forms.
Table 3. Summary of benefits and weaknesses with different organization forms identified in Simrishamn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Municipal administration</td>
<td>Holistic municipal perspective, easy to find cross-sectoral benefits and solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political control and clear political responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizen welfare and fair service provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transparency and accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Municipal circular economy and IS having the municipal budget as back-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of municipal policy experimentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal corporation</td>
<td>Business in focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Budget independent of municipal politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost-efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus on core activity (water and sewage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New business models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

The above analysis explores how IS in the water and sewage sector is influenced by forms of organization. Earlier studies have discussed the importance of organization for control and management of a sector [67,75]. Our study supports this, showing that the choice of the organization will have implications for the development of IS in the water and sewage sector—at least when it comes to the actor, goal, policy, and resource-related factors that were studied herein. The choice of organization impacts, who is invited, which interest becomes represented, and what issues are included in the process to develop an IS.

When the system is kept within the municipal administration, it benefits a holistic municipal perspective, implying that it would be easier to find cross-sectoral benefits and solutions when all parts are kept within a municipality [22,25]. The analysis also supports the idea that issues such as transparency and accountability are more important when services are kept within the municipal administration. Additionally, users will be seen in the light of citizenship rather than as customers, which has been discussed by, e.g., Mattisson and Thomasson [77].

In a corporate form, the development of the IS is more business-like and values, such as cost-efficiency and innovation, prevail [67,78]. When organizing water and sewage services in a corporation, it becomes a separate municipal entity that can be decided on independently, although it relies on collected fees. The separation between the municipal government and the water and sewage system will thus be clearer—something that can potentially contribute to making decisions more in line with factual issues at hand. However, it also changes the governing political principle of the system, as the municipal government will govern the company through owner directives and by deciding on members of the board.

If many different resources are to be part of the IS, it appears more effective to keep water and sewage services within the municipal administration due to this form benefitting an all-inclusive view on both sectors and actors. A limitation with municipal administration, however, regards the principal focus of what happens inside of municipal geographical borders [81]. Especially for small-sized municipalities, this may bring a risk of missing out on what lies beyond [75]. A corporation does not see municipal borders in the same way, and therefore, may find it easier to discover regional and national collaborations [75]. In the case of Simrishamn, the corporation ended up as jointly owned by two municipalities, which blurs the municipal boundaries even further.
These features are highlighted under Resources in Figure 2 below, which provides a summary of how municipal administration and corporation differently impact actor, goal, resource, and policy-related issues in IS for the water and sewage sector.

Figure 2. Analytical framework showcasing the impact of public organization forms on actors, goals, resources, and policy in industrial symbiosis.

There were mixed opinions on whether the administrative or corporate form benefitted innovation most (compare, e.g., [48,79]). It seemed, however, like the employees in the water and sewage corporation in Simrishamn felt more freedom to think beyond existing regulations and come up with new ideas on how to pass or change rules. The municipal administration, on the other hand, works closer to the municipal council and municipal board and could influence national and international levels of policymaking through direct contact with politicians [75]. This was, however, not discussed among our informants.

Departing from a topical case of a Swedish municipality, this paper zoomed in on the water and sewage sector. In conclusion, this paper investigated how different models of public organization impact governing of IS in a small city of Sweden. In sum, we found that in municipal administration, more diversity of both actors and issues are included, which opens up for the possibilities to bring in different ideas and perspectives on how to develop IS in the municipality. At the same time, the administration is under the direct control of the municipal council and its budget, meaning that other issues than water and sewage may be seen as more pressing and thus become prioritized when the budget is allocated.

In a corporate form, the development of the IS becomes more business-like, where values and resources are focused on cost-efficiency. The municipal corporation has control over its own budget and, by that, its prioritizations. With this, however, processes become less transparent for both politicians and citizens, and political goals and citizen welfare are no longer in focus the same way as within an administration. There is a risk that fewer perspectives are included in the process of developing IS, which can restrict innovation. On the other hand, a corporation can keep the focus on its core business, attract staff with core competence in the area, and prioritize technology development. Taken together, this implies that the choice of organization form has implications for what kind of issues and actors are involved when municipal IS emerge.

Simrishamn investigated the pros and cons of creating a municipal corporation, and this was discussed on several occasions in the municipal council and the municipal board. The reasons why they chose to create a corporation, in the end, were that they wanted the
service to be run more like a business, they wanted to be able to maintain a focus on the core area of operation (e.g., water and sewage), and they thought it would contribute to attracting more competent personnel.

The paper is based on a single case study, where only the key persons in Simrishamn municipality involved in the process of establishing a jointly owned water and sewage corporation were interviewed. This represents a starting point for further research expanding the discussions on how governing and organization forms matter for IS. For future research, it would be interesting to also interview, e.g., private industrial companies and citizens in Simrishamn, to have their view on IS and organizational form. Additional case studies could be conducted for comparative reasons, as well as to focus on other factors that may impact IS development. One such factor is how joint ownership influences municipal processes in the establishment of an IS. Future case studies could be used to expand the analytical framework presented herein, as well as to try it out in different sectors and industries.
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